
Next generation backbone 
for digital transformation.



Rierino Core.

Rierino Core is a smart microservice development platform for 
digital enterprises targeting rapid creation of custom solutions.

Low-code for high complexity. 

Goes beyond basic app generation to support sophisticated 
cloud solution development while fostering collaboration 
between technical and non-technical users

Composable beyond microservice.

Allows for more granular customizations and integrations 
compared to standard pre-built plug-ins while giving you the 
freedom to refine the architecture model

Data-first with central intelligence.

Operational and core-integrated intelligence capabilities 
where AI/ML can be embedded in any API, data informs 
every process flow and automatically guides users



Business Rule Engine

Microservice Builder

Complex Event Processor

Scripting Engine

Distributed API Designer

ML Orchestrator

Query Manager

Admin UI Designer

Core Modules.

Rierino Core has a highly extensible structure allowing you to 
easily add or customize modules through simple configurations.



Core Features.

Rierino Core is an enterprise-grade solution designed to accommodate large-scale, 
security-sensitive, and low-latency deployment requirements.

Automated DevOps & MLOps

Authentication & Session Management

Built-in Change Data Capture Infinite Cost-Optimized Scalability

Configurable Resilience Embedded Reporting & AI

Open Architecture Centralized Command Control

Integrate with Anything



Solid Strategic Results

Increased ROI maximizing real-time data with 
fully automated and integrated MLOps

Optimal performance aligned to internal 
strategy for security, geography & resilience

Rapid In-House Innovation

Faster time to value through quick 
configurations instead of heavy development

Future-proof stack with the ability to replace 
tech without scrapping existing microservices

Why Rierino.

Rierino Core provides better ROI and TCO as a robust 
hyperflexible canvas. It allows you to grow and 
compete with your technology instead of outgrowing it 
every few years or being stuck with an outdated stack.

Empowered Business Users

Diverse use cases with immediate go-live not 
tied to a release cycle or framework

Better UX and reporting with improved query 
performance adapting to business requirements



hello@rierino.com
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